DWAS
Farm Trials at JJ Ranch, The Netherlands
ASCA sanctioned and sponsored in part by: JJ Ranch
Wednesday September 5, 2018
Judge Joan Carrillo
Classes offered: Ducks, sheep and cattle
Course director/ trial secretary: Anneke de Jong, +31 516462998 jjranch@hetnet.nl
 Handlers meeting 9.00 AM
Classes Available; Open, Advanced ( all dogs start in Open)
Costs Pre entry/ Day of show ( if available )
Sheep/ducks € 35.--/class € 40.-Cattle €40.-- €45.—
Use the official ASCA Stockdog entry forms. Please use text entry, or write so I
can read it, there is a reason for this…..
You can download the form from www.asca.org. and mail to:
Anneke, JJ Ranch
Schoterlandseweg 42
8412 TA, Hoornsterzwaag, The Netherlands.
Please fill the form in completely and sign it, this saves me a lot of work later and
it is your responsibility to provide the correct information to ASCA.
PLEASE, USE SEPARATE FORMS FOR THE FARMTRIALS!!!!!!!
 Entree fee’s: Rabo bank, Jubbega.
Name of DWAS NL30 RABO 0301 2458 19 BIC : RABONL2U
Entries are valid only if both payment and form are in !!!

 Herding Specifications
The trials are open to aussies and all ASCA approved herding breeds.
Ducks: mixed Khaki
Sheep: mix Barbados Black Belly/ Drents heideschaap
Cattle : Holstein
 Entry’s are taken by postmark.
Entry’s will be taken starting July 16
Entry’s end September 4
 The trials will consist of:
12 duck runs
12 sheep runs
10 cattle runs
Handler is responsible for his dog and must keep dog under control at all times.
Handler is responsible for damage done to the livestock.
Replacement fee ducks; euro 20,00
Replacement fee sheep ; euro 250, 00
Replacement fee Cattle; Market value
On the sheep / cattle courses a dog may be used to move stock to the starting pen.
DWAS and JJRanch assume no responsibility for any loss, damage, or
injury sustained by an exhibitor, handler, dog, property, child or spectator.
 No entry fee will be refunded if the show cannot open or be completed due
to riots, civil disturbances, acts of God, public emergencies or other events
beyond the control of DWAS.
 Draw will be posted prior to start of trial.
 Bitches in season will run in draw order.
 Bitches in season will remain crated or in the car when not competing.
Please consider the other contestants dogs.
 All dogs must be on leash or crated when not competing.
 Changes and/or substitutions, must be submitted to the trial secretary in
writing the evening before the trial.
 Move-ups are allowed, but they may not be recorded correctly unless written
notification is provided to the trial secretary prior to the start of the trial.
 Any change requests, including substitutions, must be submitted to the trial
secretary in writing the evening before the trial.
 Entry fees will be refunded only when a dog has been certified by a licensed
veterinarian as unable to compete due to sickness or injury. Owner will be
responsible for all vet fees.
 Run limits and judging assignments are subject to change.
 Selling runs will not be permitted. If the trial is full and you wish to sell a
run, the transaction must be handled by the trial secretary. All offers to buy
or sell runs must be submitted in writing.

Please clean up after your dogs.
This trial is being held on private property. You understand by your attendance
and/or entry that the Show/Trial Committee and Hosts have the right to refuse or
excuse any entry or spectator for good cause. Good cause would be violation of the
private property owners’ rights or violation of the ASCA show rules. For the safety
of your dogs and others all dogs must have current vaccinations
 Stock dog awards
Ribbons awarded for 1st trough 4 th place.
Qualifying ribbons for qualifying scores.
Ribbons for High in Trial and High Combined
High combined award will be the scores of 3 livestock combined both Q and Non
Q
 Directions to trial site:
From Arnhem ( A12) take A 50 to Zwolle. Then A 28 towards Groningen/Meppel.
Then A 32 towards Meppel/Leeuwarden. Exit Wolvega N 351 towards
Oosterwolde. First roundabout take left ( N 353) to Oldeberkoop. Next roundabout
take a right towards Gorredijk. ( N 380) At the curve keep going straight towards
Jubbega. After 5 km. You come to Hoornsterzwaag. JJ RANCH is nr. 42 on your
right.

 Camping facility’s
B&B; +31 ( 0 ) 516-462848
Logcabin; + 31 ( 0 ) 516-462322
B&B : +31 (0) 516-451365
B&B : www.deelegast.nl
Limited camping on JJRanch. Please ask if there is a spot for you
( please take garbage with you when you leave)
Any questions?.....just mail me.
Farmtrial September 5
Sheep/ Cattle
5 head of stock are set in the squarepen
Sorting : ( 25 points)
Sort 3 marked animals into takepen.
After the sort, let the 3 back with the 2 in the Square pen.
Penwork 1 ( 5 points)
Take stock out of the square pen trough gates “A’ into the arena.
Penwork 2 ( 10 points)
Pen stock in side pen 3. Then take them back out.
Specific task 1: ( 20 points)
Feed the stock in the black bowl. Open handlers are done when at least 1 head is
eating. Advanced handlers are done when all stock are eating.
Then take your dog with you to the pole.
Gather ( 20 points)
Pole is set at 150 ft.
Open handlers can move ½ way before sending the dog
Advanced handlers must remain at the pole.

Specific task 2 ( 20 points)
Move stock in the upper right corner and hold.
Open handlers can move onto the chute after the hold.
Advanced handlers let the dog hold the stock in the corner, till the handler reaches
the lower end of the chute.
Chutework 20 points:
Take stock trough the chute leading into the footbath.
Penwork 3 ( 5 points)
Put stock in pen 3 on the side of the arena.
Take stock back out and put them through gates “A “ into the SP.
Penwork 4 ( 5 Points)
Open gate “C “ . Gather stock from the squarepen and push them through the
alleyway to the holdingpens. Close the gate of the holdingpen.
Time ends when all gates are closed and dog and handler are back in the takepen.
Time allotted 21 minutes.
Warning at 10 minutes and 3 minute warning.
Tie breaker:
Points on the sort
Points on specific task 2.
Points on the chute
Size of chute:
Entrance 8ft, exit 4 ft, length = 16 ft
Size of Pen 3 :
9 ft x 16 ft.
Size HP = 12 x 12 ft
Size SP 27 x 33 ft.
Size AW : entrance 9 ft wide, exit 3 ft wide. Total length 20ft.
Size of holdingpens 1 & 2 : 9 x 15 ft.

Course Ducks
Handler note : Emphasis will be placed on calm, efficient, gentle stock handling.
Open class: Handler may assist dog with any tasks as needed
Advanced class: The majority of each task should be completed with minimal
handler assistance.
5 ducks are set in the takepen
Penwork 1, 5 points
Take ducks out of takepen, and settle against backfence.
Sorting work 25 points:
Sort 3 marked ducks into sortingpen “A “
Leave 2 remaining head in the arena. After the sort, let the 2 ducks join the 3 in the
pen.
Pen #2 : 5 points
Take the ducks from pen A and release into arena.
Specific task # 1: 20 points
Settle ducks at the takepengates till the judge calls the settle.
Open handles : can take dog with them to the pole
Advanced handlers, Leave the dog to hold the stock. Then call dog of when
handler has reached the pole.
Gather 20 points:
Pole is set at 75 foot.
Open handlers may go ½ way between dog and stock ( will be marked with a cone)
Advanced handlers remain at the pole.
Fetch ducks and take them up to the pole. Advanced handlers have to take the
ducks around the left side of the pole. Open handlers can take them up any way
they seem fit.
Specific task 2: 20 points:
Put ducks into holding area.
Advanced dogs keep ducks in holding area till the handler reaches the bottom side
of the chute.
Open handlers can release ducks from holding area after the hold.
Chutework 20 points:
Take ducks trough the chute into the footbath.
Open handlers: the exit gate will be open.
Advanced handlers : the exit gate will be closed. They need to open the gate to
release the ducks from the footbath.
Pen # 3 , 10 points:
Put the ducks in pen B. Close the gate, then take them back out.
There will be some water in the pen.
Pen # 4, 5 points
Repen ducks in the takepen, then move them in the alleyway and shut the gate..
Time ends when dog and handler are in the arena and the takepen gate is closed.
Time for ducks 15 minutes

3 minute warning time at 12 minutes.
Ties will be broken by :
Score on sorting work.
Score on Specific task 2.
Score on chutework.
Exit of chute 2 ft , length (not counting the wings) 8ft
Entrance 6 ft Gate to pen B = 3ft.

